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8.1

Perception and cognition of drivers

When operating a vehicle, drivers gather information from the surroundings based on their intended
purpose and process the information accordingly to operate the steering, pedals, and switches. Although
this appears to be a series of simple tasks, these actions involve various mental processes such as predicting changes in the surrounding environments, gathering information for subsequent actions, and detecting and handling dangerous situations. The process of gathering external information is defined as perception, and the process of understanding and handling the external information is defined as cognition.
The perception and cognition of massive amounts of information is performed largely automatically and
unconsciously, in accordance with complex rules and under strict time limits. These mental processes,
which are performed without any errors, are critical for safe driving.
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the point of feature formation. This skill-based response is rapid and unconscious but is also fixed and
inflexible. When it is necessary to behave in accord with informational content, rules for selecting a
response are recalled in order to behave appropriately. Attention is not required when the behavior to be
performed is simple and familiar, whereas a certain degree of attention is required when the behavior is
unfamiliar. When the information is novel and totally unfamiliar, information processing is “knowledge-based,” which is a conscious process to interpret information and make behavioral decisions. A
behavior at this level can be slowly but flexibly controlled, and requires sufficient attention.
Most basic driving operations, such as steering and pedal operation, are controlled at the skillbased level, while rule-based processing is required when drivers have to think about driving. For example, drivers have to behave at the knowledge-based level when they encounter an irregular road situation
in which the road priority is unclear and when they have to make a route to the destination. In models
of driver behavior, hierarchical concepts (operational, tactical, and strategic) have been used to explain
driver behavior.2) In particular, the operational and tactical levels apparently correspond to the skill- and
rule-based levels, respectively.
In addition, attention plays an important role in driving. Attention may be classified into selective
attention for selectively gathering information and divided attention for working as mental energy to
execute actions. The cognitive process in which these two processes are deeply involved is also shown in
Figure 1.

8.2

Hazard perception

A hazard is a source of danger that may cause an accident, and hazard perception is defined as the detection of hazards and the recognition of their characteristics while operating a vehicle. Hazards are divided
into overt hazards (e.g., visible pedestrians ahead) and latent hazards (e.g., unseen pedestrians in blind
spots), and hazards need to be detected in a timely manner. Hazard perception may also be regarded as
a situational awareness step required for securing safety.3)
When operating a vehicle, hazard perception relies for the most part on vision. To capture hazards
by central vision, which is highly effective but limited to a narrow area, visual information must be
obtained by looking at places where the presence of hazards is highly probable, while anticipating and
paying careful attention to the appearance of hazards. Selection of visual information is strongly affected
by drivers’ expectations and value judgments. If a driver has insufficient intention to detect hazards,
“inattentional blindness” can occur, which is a phenomenon where visible objects are viewed but
overlooked.4)
Drivers are also required to quickly determine which elements or situations are hazardous based on
their experiences and knowledge. To do so, drivers must be able to store hazardous experiences, scan the
contents quickly, and recall the experiences. Drivers gradually acquire hazard-related knowledge
through driving experiences and develop a schema about hazards. Schemas are generated based on the
past experiences of events, actions, and objects, and are constructed with a number of generalized
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concepts.5) Behavior control by schemas is generally an unconscious and automatic process,6) and schemas compensate for insufficient information by using default values.5) Schemas are the basis for smooth
human behavior. By constructing schemas, drivers can recognize scenes containing hazards more correctly and comprehensively, as shown by previous studies.7), 8)
For preventing accident, it is extremely important to perform hazard perception effectively. Consequently, various hazard perception tests have been developed and incorporated into driver’s license
examinations in Western countries as well as in Japan.9) In a typical hazard perception test, drivers
observe a video of the view from the driver’s seat and push a button as soon as they discover a hazard.
Drivers’ hazard perception ability is evaluated based on the time taken to detect and react to a hazard
and the overall detection rate. In general, skilled drivers have short detection and reaction times and a
high detection rate compared with novice drivers.10), 11) Previous studies of eye movements during hazard perception testing suggest that the difference in reaction time between skilled and novice drivers is
due to the difference in time taken to process and determine the degree of hazard rather than the difference in their respective abilities to detect hazards.12), 13)
In addition, due to the increasing number of elderly drivers, research is currently underway to
investigate age-related changes in hazard perception ability. While some studies have shown that hazard
perception test scores are low among elderly drivers compared with younger drivers,14), 15) other studies
have revealed no age-related difference in hazard perception abilities.16) Further studies are needed to
clarify whether hazard perception test scores among elderly drivers are affected by a decline in visual
function itself (e.g., a decline in contrast sensitivity); a reduction in the useful field of view, which is
indicative of an overall decline in the mechanism of attention; or age-related modifications in the structure and mechanism of the schema that is the basis of hazard perception.
Educational and training programs are offered to improve hazard perception ability. One of the
methods is to point out hazards hidden in still images and videos of traffic scenes. As mentioned earlier,
hazard perception is based on a schema constructed with a variety of knowledge regarding dangers. To
perform hazard perception effectively, drivers should not only memorize extensive knowledge about
typical and individual hazards and immediately retrieve knowledge appropriate for a particular scene,
but also generalize such knowledge to meet novel situations. Therefore, it is necessary to educate drivers
and give them an understanding of the processes by which hazards cause accidents and the information
that makes hazard detection easier, rather than simply teaching them how to respond to individual hazards. For example, driving schools in Japan already provide hazard perception training in the form of
discussion-based training on hazard prediction and driving while predicting hazards. To improve hazard perception education, the incorporation of psychological approaches based on the perceptual and
cognitive processes of hazard prediction into the content of driver’s education should be considered.

8.3

Risk taking

In traffic psychology, the term “risk taking” has long been used as a concept associated with accidents
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based on the assumption that accidents are more likely caused by drivers with a tendency to act despite
being aware of potential risks. In particular, risk taking is given as the reason for high accident rates
among young drivers.
When individuals exhibit a tendency toward taking risks, they may behave in the same way but for
different reasons; some enter risky situations without knowing what is dangerous, while others take risks
despite being aware of the danger, for example to seek thrills. When drivers enter intersections against a
red traffic signal, they may do so with or without being aware of the signal. From the perspective of individual traits, the former may have problems with hazard perception, while the latter may have behavioral problems, such as a risk-taking tendency.
Trimpop defines risk taking as all actions that are engaged at the time of perceiving elements of
uncertainty or possibility of loss.17) Accordingly, almost all traffic behaviors involve risk taking due to the
uncertainties associated with such behaviors compared with other ones in daily life.
Traffic behaviors reflect mental processes performed under extremely high time pressure, and their
features affect risk-taking behaviors. Driving and traffic behaviors are characterized by the rapidity and
continuity of the process between hazard or risk perception and risk taking via decision making.
As covered in the previous section, good hazard perception ability, for foreseeing and detecting in
advance the objects or situations that may lead to accidents, is essential for safe driving. However, the
risk of potential accidents linked to one’s own driving is evaluated with respect to those hazards in a
comprehensive manner. If one’s driving skills are judged to be sufficient to handle driving challenges,
then risks are evaluated as being low even though hazards are perceived correctly.
However, even when risks are evaluated to be high, if utility such as shortened time or increased
admiration from others is judged more important, it is likely that the risks will be accepted and risk-taking behaviors will emerge. If gains are made by engaging in high-risk behaviors, the risks are rewarded,
generating positive reinforcement. For example, if the time required to reach the destination is shortened by traveling at high speed, then the behavior is rewarded. In other words, driving behaviors are
associated with gains due to stress release and rushed driving. This quality, where gains exert an effect
on risk taking or risk avoidance behaviors, is called risk utility.
Human motivation involves various types of risk utility, such as releasing stress, violence, expressing independence, increasing arousal levels, increasing on-road travel efficiency (in a hurry to reach
one’s destination), rebelling against adult authorities, and receiving admiration from peers. Furthermore,
compared with middle-aged individuals, young individuals tend to attach importance to appearance and
style, but not safety features, when purchasing a car. These motivations often affect risk-avoidance
behavior.
Particularly in recent years, sensation seeking has been attracting a lot of attention. According to
Zuckerman, sensation seeking is defined as an individual trait that plays a role in seeking various, novel,
complex, and intense sensations or experiences and for taking physical, social, legal, and financial risks
to gain such experiences.18) According to this definition, sensation seeking is nothing but a motivation
for taking risks.
As the knowledge of risk utility increases, it has become apparent that the improvement of risk
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perception alone is not enough to reduce the risk-taking tendency or increase the risk-avoidance tendency of drivers. To understand why drivers behave in certain ways, it is important not only to study the
possibility of accidents as risk non-utility, but also to simultaneously take into account risk utilities,
including sensation seeking and admiration of others.
Most active discussions regarding risk acceptance and avoidance in recent years are about the issues
surrounding the theories of risk compensation and risk homeostasis. Risk compensation is a tendency
of traffic participants to offset or reduce the merits of safety measures by engaging in risky behavior. For
example, even when the safety of streets is improved, traffic participants may partly negate these safety
benefits by behaving negatively, such as increasing the speed of the vehicle and failing to perform safety
checks.
According to the theory of risk homeostasis proposed by Wilde,19) we as individuals set target risk
levels for various activities and modify our behaviors to achieve or maintain these levels. As a result, the
number of accidents will not be reduced unless safety measures are designed to decrease target risk levels, suggesting that behavior moves towards danger to the same extent as does the merit generated by
the safety measure. However, risk homeostasis theory is often criticized because it is unlikely that individual drivers can estimate safety merits accurately.

8.4

Behavior and education of elderly drivers

As it is a challenge associated with an aging society, the prevention of accidents among elderly drivers is
discussed actively. However, careful discussions are needed to clarify whether elderly drivers are indeed
high risk compared with younger drivers, because even with some form of functional decline, elderly
drivers are able to reduce the actual risk of accidents by avoiding high-risk driving (driving at night or
in rain) or driving carefully, for example, by slowing down. Such “compensatory driving” behaviors
among many elderly drivers have already been demonstrated by many studies.
However, research has also revealed that the accident rate for a given driving distance is higher
among elderly drivers compared with other age groups, except for young adults. According to Fujita, the
number of fatal accidents and traffic accidents among elderly drivers is respectively 3 and 1.5 times that
of other age groups excepting young adults.20)
Poor driving performance is thought to be the reason for high accident rates among elderly drivers.
Using behavioral indicators (safety checking behavior and speeding behavior) and driving assessment
indicators used by instructors to evaluate the driving performance of elderly drivers, Renge et al.
revealed that the number of times elderly drivers looked to the right and left for oncoming traffic was
fewer than that of drivers in other age groups14) (Fig. 2). Although no age-related difference was observed
in the speed during routine driving, at the intersections with a stop sign, elderly drivers drove faster at
intersections with poor visibility or stop signs, compared with other age groups, indicating that many
elderly drivers fail to perform one of the safe driving basics: stopping to check traffic.
However, as mentioned earlier, many studies have reported that elderly drivers counterbalance
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functional decline and the deterioration
of their driving performance with com-
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Figure 2. Safety check scores by age group

driving performance due to functional
decline.21) Their study revealed that dangerous driving and compensatory driving scores increased with
age. Furthermore, as the scores for dangerous driving increased, elderly drivers were involved in more
accidents and committed more violations, and their driving behaviors were rated lower by instructors.
A previous study performed at a driving school has shown the effectiveness of a program that educates elderly drivers how to comply with stop signs and verify traffic safety.22) The educational program
was developed because elderly drivers are generally not good at stopping at stop signs or checking traffic
safety. In this program, using the behavior check and feedback approach, (1) elderly drivers drove
through the predetermined course at the school using one of the school cars, and their performance was
videotaped (performance-based diagnosis), and (2) elderly drivers evaluated their driving behavior on
the video and received feedback from the instructors.
After converting this educational method
Indicator value
into a practical coaching method, developing
160
an educational manual for instructors, and
140
training them, Renge et al. asked appropriate
questions and provided feedback to cause pro120
gram participants to recognize their own prob100
lems. 23) In the program, participants slowed
100
down at intersections and increased their number of traffic safety checking steps compared
with non-participants (Fig. 3). The efficacy
weakened but persisted over one month after
the program.
Although it is sometimes questioned
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Figure 3. Educational efficacy in terms of total number of
safety checks

whether educational programs for elderly individuals are effective, a certain level of efficacy can be expected with the use of this method, where program participants check their own driving performance and receive appropriate feedback.
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8.5

Behavior and education of bicycle users

The rate of bicycle-related accidents is high among children and elderly individuals, and failing to stop
at stop signs, ignoring traffic signals, traveling the wrong way, and crossing streets inappropriately have
been indicated as potential reasons. Furthermore, analysis performed by the International Association
of Traffic and Safety Sciences (IATSS) in 1995 and adjusted for the number of licensed drivers and for
traveling time has shown that elderly individuals with no driver’s license have a high rate of accident. 24)
Although a similar trend is observed among young and middle-aged individuals, the problem is more
serious for elderly individuals because of the low proportion of licensed drivers in this group.
In 2012, the IATSS also conducted a study using the driving lanes at a driving school to investigate
behavioral characteristics such as stopping and checking the safety at intersections. 25) The study evaluated where bicycles traveled in their lane and safety checking behavior (how many times bicycle users
looked to the right and left at intersections, and how thoroughly they did so).
Figure 4 shows the effect of obtaining a
Individuals with a driver’s license
100

Individuals without a driver’s license

80

Scores

60

69.0
53.0
40.5

40
22.7
20
0
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Figure 4. Effect of obtaining a driver’s license on total
safety check scores for bicycling and walking

driver’s license, which includes the benefits of
driving experience and drivers’ education. The
results indicate that higher safety check scores
at intersections were obtained by bicycle users
with a driver’s license than by those without.
The former also scored higher for location of
their bicycle on the road, showing that they
choose to travel closer to the roadside than the
latter did.

However, bicycle users without a driver’s
license set low standards for safety checking,
the location of their bicycle, and driving behavior, thereby showing high-risk behavior, when riding a
bicycle compared with when walking. We interpreted this to mean that elderly bicycle users who have a
driver’s license can readily engage in appropriate risk avoidance behavior, owing to driving skills and
knowledge previously acquired at driving school or through their own driving experiences. The early
establishment of educational programs for bicycle users that are equivalent to driver’s education programs may reduce accidents among bicycle users who do not have a driver’s license, and therefore, proactive educational programs should be provided in cooperation with schools and local traffic safety
associations.
Using an observational and coaching method, Ogawa developed a bicycle education program for
high school students based on his hypothesis that a lack of awareness of one’s behavior and role as a
cyclist is a factor causing unsafe behaviors.26) By applying the basic principles of coaching, observation
of others was performed in several steps such as group discussions, video viewing, and bicycling simulation. Before and after the educational program, high school students created 20 self-awareness sentences
starting with “I” using the 20-responses technique. Comparison of the sentences revealed that although
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the students provided general bicycling-related descriptions before the program, they increased both the
number of statements and the descriptions about proactively securing safety, especially the safety-checking category, after the program. Such bicycling education programs that enhance self-awareness should
be promoted because they are suited for and benefit adolescent individuals who are transitioning into
adulthood, and provide lifelong benefits.
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